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How do I know I can trust these reviews about Troy-Bilt? How do I know I can trust these reviews about Troy-Bilt? 2,493,078 reviews on ConsumerAffairs are verified. We need contact information to ensure that our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software to help us maintain the integrity of reviews. Our moderators
read all the reviews to verify the quality and friendliness. For more information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com visit our FAQ. Nothappy of Desoto, TX Verified Reviewer Original review: September 6, 2020 I bought a Troy Built 42 riding lawnmiers/garden tractor in 2018. It cuts well, has held up almost 3 seasons
so far, and with the exception of having to buy a new battery after season 1 it did what I expected it to do. It is only used for the front yard because I bush the pig most of the rest of the 10 acres that we own. Good: It mows well if the grass is not terribly long. It starts right away. It has very good security features. The price
was phenomenal. It's not that great: I realize it's a yard tractor, but if the lawn tires even see a small drop of water it gets stuck. The fuel tank should be twice the size of the current size, so you can complete a decent yard on one tank. The engine probably needs another horse or two. Finally, some security items really
need to be reconsidered, ie, why can't you mow in reverse? Read the full review by Frances of Columbia, SC Verified Reviewer Original review: September 4, 2020I'm a woman and I've never had a lawnmower riding, but as I get older because of the size of my yard, I knew I needed some help. At first I was a little afraid,
but it was not bad at all and easy to handle. Very grateful I decided to purchase. Don from Milwaukee, WI Verified Reviewer Original review: September 1, 2020To do it twice a week on my lawn and then my elderly neighbors. Perfect cut every time, with excellent corner radius. Pros: cranks right up, easy to drop deck
while under power, light to gas slow down &amp; responds to heavy gas if needed. Shops with ease and can add battery deals with pigtail connect &amp; play in the winter months. Wheels perfectly sized. He's mowing the grass! Price directly for its use. Cons: No mulcher, deck should be at 4 in the summer months.
Never drop the deck to #1. It is not hydraulic and must be in front gear when you drop the deck or it will stand in the opposite direction. It has no hinge or plow connector. Dave from Kennesaw, Georgia Verified Reviewer Original review: August 31, 2020Troy Bilt is a well planned well built lawnmower. This lawn mower is
durable and reliable. Every time I get on a lawnmower and mow the grass, it's something you want to look forward to. It's easy Craig and in two years I've never had to do anything but change the oil, put a little air in the tires and let it go! Benjamin of Berea, KY Verified Reviewer review: Aug. 30, 2020I look like my TroyBilt because it is built stronger than cheaper models. Specifically, the front components used to rotate the wheels. It is this easily and has a plug that allows faster and easier oil change. There are still some aspects that could improve though. The seat springs are too strong for lighter people and the button used to keep
the blade spinning when you go in the opposite direction sometimes shuts down on its own. Robert of Virginia Beach, VA Verified Reviewer Verified Buyer Original review: October 28, 2020I Owned by Troy-Bilt Bronco (2005) model. I've been using it for 15 years. It's been working very well all these years. Now, it was
time for more, so I bought a 2019 Troy-Bilt Bronco. After a year, I need to do some vital work. Trying to secure an authorized service center is a royal pain in the ass. Apparently, no one knows how to fix these things. The result will be my last Troy-Bilt anything. So check the location of the service center before you buy a
Troy-Bilt Machine of any kind. Jessica from Charter Oak, IA Verified Reviewer Original review: September 8, 2020I can use this Troy-Bilt riding boarding school in just over a year. Spring before the mowing season. I took the car to maintain it, the oil changed, the blades sharpened etc in July the engine started smoking. I
took him to the store that had him up for maintenance in the spring. Troy-Bilt refuses to keep their guarantee. I will recommend this company. Russell of Moneat, VA Verified Reviewer Original review: September 5, 2020Is an OK cutter for the price of... Cheaply made but quite durable... Optional items such as baggers
are overpriced at no reduced price when buying with a meatr. As already mentioned, the price makes them popular with homeowners who do not want to make a big investment in lawn care. Jackie of Hobbs, NM Verified Reviewer Original review: September 3, 2020I can use my zero radius to mow my seat and I hold 2
plots next to me mowed just for curb appeal. They're empty. It would be two days of work without my mower. I can do it and be done in half a day. I wouldn't take it as my machine. William of Seekonk, MA Verified Reviewer Original review: September 2, 2020Model, which I review, is Pony. My basic needs are met with a
sewer. It has a fairly comfortable seating area and the controls are easily within easy reach. Not as quiet as the other mowers. Next Photo: Troy-Bilt FLEX SystemNext Spring, a one yard care system is about to revolutionize the way homeowners stock their shelters. We're used to things like a lawnmower, leaf blower,
snow blower and pressure was waswash that are separate machines, but troy-bilt's FLEX series combines them in a single outdoor tool of the first of its kind. At its heart, FLEX is the only engine designed to power a set of attachments, each designed for a specific purpose. Select only the attachments you want and
disclaim the attachments you don't need. In addition to the four currently making up the FLEX list, the company plans to develop the following in 2015 and 2016: - Power broom - Log splitter - Water pump - Chipper/shredder - Generator - Proerator - Dethatcher - BrushcutterEach attachment will be sold separately, in à la
carte The only component customers have to buy is the energy base. From there, it's a matter of need. If you live in a warmer part of the country, The attachments you choose are very likely to differ from those chosen by the homeowner in northeast.FLEX lawnmower system and leaf blower unitsThe real advantage of
FLEX is how they are exempt from the need to store a bunch of single-function outdoor tools, each with its own bulky engine. According to Troy-Bilt, the flex line takes up to 60% less storage space than the traditional collection of the same equipment. Plus, there's only one maintenance engine. Flex System Snow
Thrower and pressure washer unitsWhen FLEX hits stores in March, the power base is expected to retail for $399, with a four-year limited warranty. Attachments will range from $279 to $499, each of which is covered for two years. It may seem like a long time to wait, but we waited so long for the car to fit in the garage
again that we can probably put it off a little longer. Today's best Squall 21-inch 208cc Single-Stage Gas Snow Blower deals We've researched the latest snow burners, asked experts and sown thousands of specifications, features and user reviews to find the best snow burners around. Here's everything you need to
know about the Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP Gas Snow Blower.The Squall 208EX snow blower is a well-built, lightweight, single-stage snow thrower best used to clean snowfall up to six inches deep. It has LED headlights, so it's safe to use when visibility is low. Despite its size, it is strong enough to easily interseach heavy
snow. Its ergonomic design means it is convenient to use and easy to manoeuvre, while its design makes it easy and compact to store. It is good for cleaning driveways approximately two cars wide and three cars long. Built in America, since 1937, it's a machine that can really be relied upon. Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP:
Price? This model sells for $599.99 at Home Depot, while the Durham Power Equipment is for sale for $549.99, so there's a difference in price that's worth buying. Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP: FeaturesKey specsWeight: 103 lbs Dimensions: 32 x 26 x 22-inch Clearing Width: 21-inch Clearing Depth: 6-inch Suction Height: 13inch Clearing Surface Type: Paved, Flat or slope Maximum throwing speed: 20 feet forward speed: 1 reverse speed: 0 Warranty: 2 yearsI's a gas engine, so that means you have to start, but once you set it up , you can turn on the engine with the push-start button. This is useful if you are on the minor side, or for some
reason, do not have the physical strength to pull the start cable (which, let's face it, can be exhausting, and who wants to be exhausted before they even start clearing the snow?) No need to mix oil and gas with a 4-cycle 208cc electric start OHV Troy-Bilt engine, so it's a great brain and time-saver. The ergonomic Deluxe
handle improves comfort and handling The E-Z Chute™ allows you to adjust the direction of snow discharge by up to 190 degrees. It has excellent double LED headlights that provide better visibility in low light conditions so you can get out at dawn or dusk without worrying about your neighbors bumping into you or you.
Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP: DesignAs long enough to buy a snow pipe, you probably have room to store it. Still, it's always a bonus when the manufacturer suggests a machine to make less space when it's not up and running. With the 21-inch 208cc Squall 208cc with single-stage gas snow blower, the handles can be folded
down in one easy motion, taking up less garage space. The handles also have an ergonomic grip that allows you to find the most comfortable position depending on your height and strength. The wide grip of the gloves also makes it easier to start the turn. Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP: PerformanceThis 208cc engine of this
model makes it a powerful machine. Imagine six very excited horses pulling a plow and you'll have an idea of how good a job this beast will do. Squall's 190 degree slip means you can chuck snow in any direction by simply moving the slip handle, so there's no need to plan where you want the snow to go, you can easily
change direction as you go. With a 21-inch width and a nine-inch steel reinforced rubber snail paddle, it will help move snow to the pavement. Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP: User reviewersUsers at Home Depot rated 4.5 out of 5, and although there were only 13 reviews, 100% of buyers recommended the model. It scored
highly in every respect, from performance to design and ease of use. It took one user less than 15 minutes to clean his two-car garage and long driveway. With a shovel it uses to keep it for more than two hours, so it saves a huge amount of time (and physical labor!) Over to the tools in action users report that the best
feature troy-bilt squall 21 in. The 208cc Single-Stage Gas Snow Blower is that its four-stage engine does not require users to mix gas with oil every time. Users like how simple the model is to use, referring to the handle of the slip direction as easily locked to the position. Should you buy a Troy-Bilt Squall 208XP gas snow
bath? If you have a medium-sized driveway, the snowfall is hitting six inches or less marks and you're looking for an easy control, powerful machine, yes. Best patio heatersBest pressure washesBest portable generator generators
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